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The American Midterm 
Elections

FULL DISCLOSURE
I was a life-long middle-of-the-road American political conserv-
ative. Although I remain one at heart, my belief in the party 
that formerly represented that political ideology, yes indeed, 
the Republican Party, is dead. It died when Donald Trump won 
the White House in 2016. His penchant for telling outrageously 
self-serving lies stunned me. He is clearly a narcissistic socio-
path - if ever there was one - fitting the clinical diagnosis like 
Cinderella fit her glass slippers. I now consider myself a politi-
cal independent. Also, I have been writing and publishing since 
1982. In all that time, I have never seen the like of News Corp, 
an unfettered predatory international corporation that has one 
objective: to make as much money as possible, while damn-
ing the truth in the process and, through pernicious opinion 
programming, misleading millions of Americans into believing 
that their way of life is under immediate severe threat. The 
much-cherished right of free speech has been weaponized by a 
ruthless corporation. The damage done is unprecedented.

FOR MY EUROPEAN FRIENDS
Many years ago, I taught university-level US Government and 
History courses. As a result, I came to better understand that 
the American form of democracy was not designed to be either 

efficient or effective. Checks and balances - dysfunctionality - is 
baked into the American governmental cake. Something else 
drove the Founding Fathers. They wanted to ensure that too 
much power did not end up in too few hands. Their experience 
with European nobility, specifically the king of England, was 
uniformly negative. Hence, the American Revolutionary War 
resulted in the world’s first experiment in genuine power-to-the-
people: a constitutional republic. Some say it remains an exper-
iment. Given the horrifying events of 6 January 2021, I would 
be hard pressed to argue the point.

GRIEVANCE
Before I can engage in any form of prognostication, we first 
must revisit the issues to draw hopefully clear lines of causality. 
Right-wing politicians have tapped into a pre-existing vein of Re-
publican Party grievance. They did not create it. They merely ex-
ploit it. Grievance is powerful. Grievance is the primary engine 
of fascism. It speaks to those who feel left behind; those who 
feel squeezed due to a shrinking middle class; those who feel 
threatened by the ethnicities of immigrants; those who feel life 
begins at conception; and those who feel the whiteness of their 
skin is proof enough of their natural superiority. Please note 
that these are feelings based in either belief systems or emo-

It looked as if Donald Trump’s defeat in the 2020 elections had ended the danger to the United States of America. I was 
wrong. The Fox News factor looms large: that network managed to convince a considerable proportion of the right-wing 
electorate that a civil war is inevitable, a conflict involving a fundamental clash of values. The parent company of Fox 
News, News Corp, engineered this circumstance and has made tons of money doing it - feeding the fears and concerns 
of those Americans who feel threatened by people born of a different color palette; with different religious beliefs; dif-
ferent understandings of when life begins; different beliefs on sexuality and gender; different positions on gun control; 
and different leanings on immigration reform. This circumstance is made all the worse in the Internet era described by 
popular US commentator, Ralph Peters as, “The most effective tool for spreading hatred in history.” Will ideologically 
captive MAGA Republicans continue to buy right-wing conspiratorial “bullshit,” as defined by former Attorney General 
William Barr, and remain willfully blind to the facts exposed by the 6th of January Committee? If so, what are the possible 
implications for America and the rest of the globe if they do, and if Republicans retake the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in the upcoming midterm elections? Up for grabs are 433 House seats and 34 in the Senate. The stakes are 
enormous.
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tions. Rationality - in significant measure - is lacking, although 
logical-sounding arguments are often provided to explain away 
inherent irrationalities. The result reflects the victory of service 
to self-image over self-interest. Hitler sang a similar populist 
tune to German citizens in 1933. It still works but is not “the 
truth of things as they really are…,” as Machiavelli wrote.

GUNS, GUNS, GUNS
I formerly owned several guns when residing in the US. I am not 
a convicted felon and was well trained in their legal uses. Also, 
and I believe that, at least at that time, I was sane. I support 
gun ownership for those not suffering from mental disease or 
defect, as well as those who are educated in their proper use 
and storage. Tragically, guns are too easily available to those 
with troubled minds and/or criminal intent. I will not bother re-

peating the statistics. They are well known. Such weapons of 
multiple types are for sale to almost anyone nearly everywhere 
in America. Mass shootings of innocents in the US are nearly 
a weekly event. Gunfire is becoming more and more common 
in urban areas. Suicide by gun is common. Gun control legisla-
tion is not only prudent, but essential. The Republican Party, 
in thrall to the National Rifle Association, needs to get its act 
together. I fear that it won’t. More children will die needlessly or 
have their lives shattered as a result.

ABORTION
Abortion is a historical fact. Women have practiced it for all re-
corded history and invariably at great personal risk. There is no 
mention in any of the centuries-old holy books that sprang from 
the Middle East of abortion being forbidden - not Judaism’s 

Will ideologically captive MAGA Republicans remain willfully blind to the facts exposed by the 6th of January Committee? Pictured are supporters of former President Trump 
after they stormed the Capitol on January 6, 2021 (photo: Iev radin / Shutterstock.com)
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Talmud, Islam’s Koran or Christianity’s New Testament even 
mention it. No matter, the religious right via the politicization 
of the US Supreme Court, has successfully overturned well-es-
tablished precedent by reversing Roe v Wade. The Founding 
Fathers separated religion and state for good reason. When a 
state sanctions religion, it inevitably becomes a political tool. 
Worse, religion as a catalyst for repression has a long and 
bloody history. The Founding Fathers were right to fear it. Wom-
en’s bodies are their own. Nobody should be permitted to tell 
them what they can and cannot do based on religious dogma.

A PRESIDENTIAL CURSE OR BLESSING
 US presidents are generally not responsible for gas prices at 
the pump. US presidents are generally not responsible for na-
tional employment figures. US presidents are generally not re-
sponsible for monetary policy. However, the US population is 
generally shortsighted enough to give sitting presidents credit 
where no credit is due in all three categories. In other words, 
Americans all too often vote their wallets. Some chief execu-
tives are blessed with fair economic winds, while others are 
cursed by economic storms. Of course, at least in part, all too 
often White House occupants are to blame for accepting un-
deserved responsibility for good economies, while eschewing 
accountability for any news headed in the opposite direction. 
The bottom line - it is the flimsiest correlation-lacking proof of 
causation.

THE DISRUPTION FACTOR AND GROWING DISTRUST
The Internet Era spawned an explosion of information across 
our planet. Some of that information is fact-based, and some is 
not. Much of it disrupts slower-moving and sometimes lethargic 
governmental bodies, which have difficulty keeping up with a 
faster-paced world. The average US citizen now has access to 
information, lots of information. With this information in hand, 
citizens are making up their own minds about what is true, 
right, and proper. The problem is that much of that information 
is wrong, reflecting bad science, twisted ideology, or intentional 
lies. This global phenomenon has had a more severe impact in 
America due to its non-homogenous nature and the fact that 
the Internet Era was born there. As a result, a sizable propor-
tion of the American electorate, predominantly on the right of 
the political spectrum, no longer trusts its government. This 
unfortunate circumstance is exacerbated by a money-grubbing 
right-wing media that continues to pour accelerant on a pre-ex-
isting blaze because it is their business model. The spread of 
Internet hatred is both popular and lucrative.

THE 6TH OF JANUARY COMMITTEE
In my estimation, the committee has proven that Donald Trump 
attempted to subvert the will of the people and maintain him-
self as the US President. Even Vice-President Pence had to ad-
mit under oath that Trump violated the trust of the people in so 
doing. The committee has shown that there were those within 
the former chief executive’s inner circle who not only supported 

the lie that Joe Biden had lost the election, but actively and by 
illegal means worked to keep their man in power, no matter the 
cost. But will anyone go to jail? It is a good question. Several of 
the most prominent Republicans in both the Senate and House 
are complicit with Trump. They are a disgrace to honest gov-
ernment and deserve prison terms. But who enforces the law 
over those who hold the reins of power? What happens when 
elected officials become wildly self-interested? What does it 
mean when a considerable proportion of the electorate ignores 
disconcerting facts while continuing to embrace troubling 
falsehoods based on ideology? This, of course, is emblematic 
of rampant tribalism within the Republican Party that springs 
from the worst impulses and predilections of the human mind 
and heart. It is fascinating to note that the more evidence that 
surfaces regarding Trump’s multiple malfeasances, the more 
his misled supporters rise to his defense. Facts seemingly don’t 
matter any longer. In fact, the promulgation of facts merely 
serves to enrage the right’s true believers, many of whom seem 
to have forgotten that America was created as a nation - not of 
men - since we are all too imperfect, but of laws.

THE NEW NOBILITY
 If one gazes long enough at the American political landscape, 
both ideologies, left and right, tend to fade into the background. 
Another nasty issue rises, the New Nobility: the global one 
percent, the richest on the planet, control most of the globe’s 
wealth. Their money buys them access to the halls of power; 
golden passports and visas; top-notch legal advice and assis-
tance; mansions and yachts, while buying their children legacy 
seats at the best universities. The single greatest predictor of 
becoming wealthy is to be born wealthy. Ability is relevant but 
not the determining factor. Rich parents ensure that their off-
spring, no matter their individual capabilities, seldom suffer the 
vicissitudes of life. These favored children grow up in a world 
surrounded by the plushest of cushions. The most important 
objective in the lives of many of the uber-rich is found in the at-
tempt to guarantee that their money, and the power that springs 
from their cash, stays within their grip. The Democrats believe 
that taxing the wealthy serves a societal good. Republicans, at 
least those in positions of authority, seem to believe that taxing 
the wealthy is somehow harmful to society. It is no wonder that 
many of the best-heeled individuals support Republican can-
didates, who promise to keep government’s hands out of their 
pockets. Campaign donations reflect this reality. The truth of 
the matter is that money has always corrupted the democrat-
ic process. Tragically, in the wake of the US Supreme Court’s 
2010 “Citizens United” decision, the influence of “dark money,” 
as characterized by author Jane Mayer, has only strengthened 
the influence of the wealthy. This is not the representative form 
of democratic government that the Founding Fathers dreamed 
of and hoped for. The New Nobility, aided and abetted by the 
US Republican Party, continues to ensure that the issues of the 
affluent always receive first consideration at any table.
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UNFORTUNATE PROGNOSTICATIONS
Fortune telling is more an art than science, but some things 
remain remarkably consistent with the Republican Party. If they 
win the Senate and House:

1. Legal abortion could become massively more difficult de-
pendent upon the state in which one lives. Even though 
a clear majority of Americans support a woman’s right to 
choose, a minority of US citizens masquerading as morally 
superior religious conservatives will continue to make that 
majority opinion moot for many.

2. The rich will get richer. The current mutually beneficial in-
terdependent support network between the New Nobility 
and the Republican establishment will grow and prosper, 
while those in poverty will further lose hope, and the mid-
dle class will continue to shrink apace.

3. The conduct of international affairs will become more 
about, “what’s in it for me.” National self-interest will be-
come the overarching rule. Ethical behavior and moral 
conduct will be sidelined. It could also mean a rebirth of 
American isolationism, and a head-snapping loss of con-
tinuity in the conduct of diplomacy from administration to 
administration.

4. Capitalism has created more wealth and opportunity for 
people than any other political-economic philosophy in 
history. However, under a Republican-majority Congress, 
the predators will continue to grow and prosper, largely un-
checked by government’s regulatory hand.  

5. Mass shootings, already normalized, may become so com-
monplace that they will rate only brief mention in the na-
tional evening news. More Americans will go armed, but 
statistics show that the putative ‘good man with a gun’ al-
most invariably fails to stop the ‘bad man with a gun.’ 

A TROUBLING CONCLUSION
It is tempting to say that true believers, in both wings of the 
electorate, left and right, fan the flames of discord; that they 
feel empowered by readily accessible Internet data that may 
or may not be reflective of the truth; that they refuse to accept 
that the conduct of democratic politics as a practical art form 
requiring compromise and hard-headed rationality. It is there-
fore tempting to say to say that both sides are equally guilty. 
But they are not. While the left is responsible for extremes of 
tribalism, it is the right that has declared war. The Republican 
Party’s ideologues and religious zealots reject both the art and 
compromise required of politics. They believe what they believe 
and will not tolerate anything less than a full and complete vic-
tory over their enemies. They choose the word “enemies” with 
malice aforethought. “Enemies” must be destroyed. Converse-
ly, mere “opponents” might be swayed. Occasional “adversar-
ies” may be dealt with successfully another day. Word choice 
matters. Tragically, it is the political right that has succumbed 
to the hatred and demonization of the left by exploiting fear of 
what mental health professionals term “The Other.” In this they 

are further incited by mendacious right-wing opinion program-
ming led by Fox News.

The fight for the soul of America is on. The battle lines are clear. 
I use religious and military terminology because that is the ver-
nacular of the political right. On the left we observe the pursuit 
of effective government. On the right we are confronted by a 
fear of the same. On the left is a desire to lend those who need 
it a helping hand. On the right are those who cleave to the belief 
that citizens are responsible only for themselves, and nobody 
else: ignoring a clause within the first sentence of the US Con-
stitution where it states that one of America’s primary goals is, 
“…to promote the general welfare…” On the left are those who 
know that there are too many guns on the street. On the right 
are those who prefer to see everyone armed. On the left are 
those who believe in a woman’s right to choose. On the right 
are the hypocrites that support individual rights for everyone 
but women. On the left is a concern that business interests 
must be better regulated. On the right are those who want to 
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see such regulations abolished, to permit the maximization of 
profit, while trusting that corporate boards will do the right thing 
when it comes to protecting society. If their belief system was 
not so absurd, it would be laughable. Simply put, much of the 
Republican Party leadership is peddling lies, while exploiting 
unreasonable fear.

On the other hand, the Democratic Party is attempting to pro-
mote a belief that solutions to societal ills will require hard work, 
compromise, intelligence, and perseverance to reach fruition. 
Polls clearly show that a significant majority of US citizens en-
dorse much of the left’s agenda relating to reasonable control 
of guns, free and fair elections, the general principle that every-
one, including corporations, should pay a fair share of taxes, 
and more. These upcoming midterm elections, followed by the 
2024 presidential contest, could become the ultimate litmus 
test of the hope expressed in President Lincoln’s 1863 Gettys-

burg Address. To ensure that “…government of the people, by 
the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.” We 
need to be moved to action by the better angels of our nature.

With special thanks to Ben, Ralph, Tim, and Greg.
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Would you like to react?
Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.

Gun control legislation is not only prudent, but essential. The Republican Party, in thrall to the National Rifle Association, needs to get its act together. Pictured is the March 
for Our Lives Protest Rally in Boston’s Christopher Columbus Park in June 2022 (photo: Heidi Besen / Shutterstock.com)


